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The enclosed â€œMessianic Code of Jewish Lawâ€•, is an adaptation of those aspects of Jewish

Law which every believer should know and do. Each law is based upon a Biblical Mandate, and

each precept is based upon how to observe that Mandate. Under the Messianic Covenant we have

an enhancement of the concept of law administered in love. The love of a father with a child

expresses a new concept of legal administration not previously in evidence, but is expressed more

specifically in the Messianic Covenant.
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There is an ongoing movement where Christian and Messianic Jewish believers gather

together.This is a very good thing, but it does create some obstacles. One of those is how do we

combine law and grace?Elements of the Mosaic covenant, and the covenant of grace must meld

together in full truth. Truth that both the Jewish and Christian believers can mutually accept.To

much grace without enough law is out of balance, but the vice versa also misses the mark. Since

the bible contains both principles, finding the proper recipe is difficult indeed.In my opinion, this book

leans heavily towards the side of law keeping.I cannot recommend.



To me I find it very enlighten. An eye opener for me in many areas but not for everyone. One must

be firmly grounded in his Christian belief, full of the Holy Spirit, and have understanding of a

Messianic Congregation. The focus of this book is on those Laws which Yahweh Himself spoke of

that will be observed "from this time and for every".

Very insightful to living the life of a grafted-in Jewish Brethren. Enjoyed so much, I ordered extra

copies 2 pass along...Even 2 a "Catholic reared" aunt in San Jose so she could read & understand

many truths we were not revealed as "Christians."

It is a great book the day I got it, I must have read for a couple hours. Then I go back reread again

,it was making for so much sense. This is a must read. The one thing that made so much sense to

me was the Sabbath, now the Sabbath is real. Thank you

I purchased this product out of curiosity and with reasonably high expectations. As a person with

Messianic Jewish leanings it is always interesting to see what other people think on halachic

matters, in this case I was sorely disappointed. The bulk of the pamphlet consists of poorly

researched and wildly unsubstantiated statements about the history of the Messianic faith and those

horrible people who do not think or pray exactly like he does. The arguments are heavily damaged

by self contradiction and seem to exist simply to give the author a venue to rant and rave. In fact the

arguments are so poorly structured that is difficult to see about what the author is trying to write. The

majority of the "commandments" section is a list of verses that might touch on the given

commandment, most of which are applicable, which is the only reason this pamphlet warrants a

rating of more than one star. The are hundreds of well thought out and impartially researched works

on this topic. Choose one of those and save yourself a dollar.

The controversy of works vs. the law may still go on, but this is a great explanation of what the law

is to the Jews, how Christ lived, and I don't think that it outlaws "the law" for born-again Christians.

Insightful and helpful with definitions. [ Archives of the Vagina BY Aranda, MD Margaret ( Author ) ] {

Paperback } 2014Little Missy Two-Shoes Likes to Go to School by Aranda, Dr. Margaret, Ferrante,

Marguerite A. (2014) PaperbackLittle Missy Two-Shoes: Likes a Ladybug by Dr. Margaret Aranda

(2013) PaperbackStepping from the EdgeNo More Tears by Dr. Margaret Aranda (2013) Paperback



In this day of apostate teachings, this is a great resource for getting the church back on track.

Believers need to understand that Jesus Christ taught the law, & wants His people to walk in

obedience to His teachings. The law is good, and was given to us for a reason. Make no mistake,

you are not saved by obedience. But because we are saved, we now have the ability to walk in

obedience & righteousness.

I enjoyed reading this book. very informative. As a woman I especially liked the part where a man

should love his wife as he does his God. In my Catholic religion I was always taught we should

obey. Then it switched to respect one another. Still it is refreshing to know that in the eyes of God

we are equal, even if we aren't in life. I also enjoyed learning what is considered kosher, and things

you can and cannot eat or mix.
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